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FOREWORD
Numbers in our Lives ∙ Part One and Part Two, first edition
Numbers in our Lives present opportunities in abundance......this arises because of the awareness and
focus numbers can bring. Numbers are about facts and from the right source they are the truth.
This book has been consolidated into two parts, Part One and Part Two. Part One was first published
as Volume One first edition in November 2013.
Part One
Part One is dedicated to numeracy in South Africa. Many of us were brought up on numbers, but many
are not comfortable with numbers, some have mental blocks and gaps in some basics in numbers. Part
One starts from answering the question: How did it come about in the first place that 1,2,3,4,5 etc
became the numbers we use? Basic everyday measurements with simple calculations are also included
in the first chapter.
Part One might be regarded as being the numbers at “basic entry level”. The numbers are more
personal, concern the individual are more micro. The rest of Part One covers basics in geography,
numbers in the human body, personal numbers including financial, numbers in education, numbers
in individual sports. South African numbers in time, dates in our history that are milestones in the
development of the country we all live in are included in the last chapter.
Part Two
Part Two may be more advanced, more macro, concerns the economies and the world we live in. Part
Two is dedicated to numeracy in the economy of South Africa.
Does this mean South Africans are not that numerate in the knowledge of our economy?.... It would
be surprising if we were, given South Africa’s background and the inequality in our levels of education.
Part Two like Part One gives background and explanations, we start from the beginning and move to
areas of greater wisdom and peace. I try and fill gaps. We live in a developing world and if one does
not appreciate the background/historic developments then it can be like being thrown into the deep
end..... with little ability to stay afloat. Understanding the numbers will present the opportunities.
Part Two covers the following subjects:
Chapter 1

Numbers in Communication

Chapter 2

Numbers in Cities

Chapter 3

Numbers in Democracy

Chapter 4

Numbers in Nature

Chapter 5

Numbers in Power, Transport and Travel

Chapter 6

Numbers in Team Sports

Chapter 7

Numbers in Business

Chapter 8

Numbers in the Economies of Countries

Chapter 9

Numbers in Time, World History

Chapter 10

Miscellaneous Numbers and Myths about Numbers
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I hope you will find numbers fun. I hope you will want to share this book with your family. It is a book
for the family. It is holistic covering 18 chapters of many aspects that cover our daily lives. All could
be looked up in Google, but there is nothing like a book that consolidates it all, brings it closer to you.
The Author
Neil Wright

Email : bonisa47@mweb.co.za
Website: www.wrightpublishing.co.za

DISCLAIMER
To the best of my knowledge the numbers are correct and there has been no
recklessness or negligence on my part. A disclaimer of this nature is standard practise
for authors like myself. Errors in printing that have escaped my proof reader and
myself will be corrected in the second edition.
This disclaimer gives notice that I will not be held responsible for any damages that
might arise from the use of these numbers, you use them at your own risk, or even
read this book at your own risk.
Some numbers may be disputed because they arise from a different source. I have
referenced the sources where I believed it was necessary. I have not religiously
referenced everything and this may frustrate some of my academic readers.
I would, however, welcome being informed of other sources if applicable.
Contributions are welcome for the second edition. This also applies to numbers that
I might have left out unintentionally.
Neil Wright
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Dedicated to Numeracy in South Africa

INTRODUCTION
Numbers play a huge part in our lives, increasingly.
The new Golf 7 1.4 TSI has carbon dioxide emission levels of 116g CO2/km. With climate change,
emission of CO2 will become critical ... Does this New Golf qualify for the recently introduced CO2
Emission Tax?
Much of our life concerns science and there is a history of measurement. One science discipline physics - is known as the “measuring” science.
Our economy is full of numbers like the GDP of our country, balance of payments, budgets, levels of
investment and debt levels, gini coefficient, unemployment etc.
At school, progress is measured in percentages.
In games, the scores are all given in numbers. Then there are records: the time taken to run the 100
metres - 9.58 seconds - a record achieved by Usain Bolt of Jamaica in Berlin in 2009.
Numbers can give us warnings, certainly medically.
Numbers are about facts. However there are, the “statistical liars”, apart from “liars” and “damn liars”.
Numbers can be misconstrued. It is always important to know the source of the numbers. Are they
from a source one can trust?
Numbers are also associated with general knowledge ... Knowing things gives one a certain
confidence.
Positions - longitude and latitude - are recorded in numbers, to find restaurants, places of interest and
one’s house, GPS co-ordinates will be increasingly used.
Numbers can be of historic significance. For example 46664, the number on Nelson Mandela’s prison
cell on Robben Island. The number brings to mind the whole story of Mandela’s struggle. Certain
dates in our history do the same, numbers in time. Do you know how Mandela came to have this
particular number? ... read on and find out.
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CHAPTER 1: NUMBERS IN COUNTING AND BASIC MEASUREMENT

ORIGIN OF NUMBERS
Numbers in counting, 1, 2, 3, 4,... How did we get these? First, as distinguished from Roman
Numbers I II III IV,… and other counting systems.
The Arabic Numbers go back to the ancient Phoenician merchants. The system was developed to keep
count of merchandise, this going back to 750 years BC.
How did “1” become “one” and “2” become “two”? The answer is angles:

1)

1 came from the one angle made at the top of 1. Some European countries still use this figure
for 1. Not to confuse it with 7, they place a dash through it:

2)

Two comes from two angles, count the arrows.

3)

Three from three angles

4)

Four from four angles

5)

Five from five angles

6)

Six from six angles

7)

Seven from seven angles

8)

Eight from eight angles

9)

Nine from nine angles

0)

Naught has no angles

Over the years these figures have tended to become rounded, e.g. six (6) eight (8) and nine (9), others
as well. The origin of Arabic Numbers is very logical and easy to understand.
NUMBERS ABOVE 10
Leading on from 10 to 20 – instead of tenone (10 one), tentwo, tenthree,… as happens after 20, we have:
10

- ten

16

- sixteen

11

- eleven

17

- seventeen

12

- twelve

18

- eighteen

13

- thirteen

19

- nineteen

14

- fourteen

20

- twenty

15

- fifteen

21

- twenty-one
1
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Then:
30

- thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two, …

40

- forty, forty-one, …

50

- fifty, …

60

- sixty, …

70

- seventy, …

80

- eighty, …

90

- ninety, …

100

- one hundred or 102

1, 000
10, 000

= 2 zeros

- one thousand or 103

= 3 zeros

4

= 4 zeros

- ten thousand or 10

100, 000
1, 000, 000
1, 000, 000, 000

or 105

- one hundred thousand

= 5 zeros
6

- one million (1,000 x 1,000) or 10

= 6 zeros

- one billion or 109

= 9 zeros

12

= 12 zeros

1 000, 000, 000, 000 - one trillion or 10

The above is the American numeral system. Note that 1 billion is 1000 x a million and 1 trillion is
1000 x 1 billion.
The English and German numeral systems have more zeros for their billions and trillions: A billion is
1 million x 1 million. A trillion is a 1 million x a billion.
1, 000, 000
1, 000 000, 000, 000
1, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000,

- 1 million or 106

= 6 zeros

- 1 billion 1012

= 12 zeros

- 1 trillion 1018

= 18 zeros

It is easier to be a dollar billionaire than a pound or euro billionaire.
The German Milliarde equals one American Billion

= 9 zeros

The British and German are increasingly accepting the American system, as we do in South Africa…..
we would never make it more difficult to be a billionaire!
The mega numbers continue to quintillion and sextillion ...
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AFTERWORD

“A shoe factory sends two marketing scouts to a region of Africa to study the prospects for an exporting
business. One sends back a telegram saying “SITUATION HOPELESS, STOP, NO ONE WEARS
SHOES”. The other writes back triumphantly: “GLORIOUS BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, STOP,
THEY HAVE NO SHOES”.”
After delving into this book hopefully you will be like the second scout, see opportunities, it is an
attitude. Numbers can present opportunities in abundance.
A family should have a book like this because it opens up most of the subjects that we encounter daily.
I do believe it presents opportunities in abundance.....in health, in education, in our environment, in
the economy, in self-development, in business, in confidence levels, energy levels and more. The book
is ideal as a gift to an adolescent. It is not a book you read once and put it away. It is a companion,
needs constant reference and updating, even interrogating. The blank page headed notes should be
used.
What qualifies a number to be included in this book? A question some people may be asking. Firstly,
these numbers are grouped under chapter headings, in subjects that are very much part of the practical
world we live in. There are eighteen chapters, with two chapters being historic dates. Part One outlines
South African historic dates and Part Two covers World historic dates. You can well ask, “Why did I
choose these dates and not others?” This is a possible area for feedback from my readers.
Some numbers have ended up in a chapter headed “Miscellaneous Numbers and Myths about
Numbers”.
The numbers have to be interesting, if not fascinating, must trigger some curiosity. Mostly the numbers
are helpful because they are informative. They create awareness and could even save your life. The
numbers tell a story and where possible I have tried to resist the temptation to give my interpretation
... something the reader should do.
There is theory behind the numbers, especially in the chapters on business and the economy. In the
chapters on sports, there is a great deal of explanation. While finishing Part Two, the Sharks won the
Currie Cup. The win was one of the most memorable in our rugby history. So many lessons ... when
brawn and brains come together in perfect harmony, there is no telling what success can be achieved
in this game.

Categories of Numbers
Not all numbers are of the same importance, some are more significant than others. In a first attempt
to categorise numbers, we could present:
x

Essential numbers – For example, numbers associated with identity, pin numbers, bank
accounts numbers – without these numbers you cannot unlock necessary activities to proceed
with your life.
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x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Informative numbers – Scientific facts, historical data, populations – we learn something of
interest from them.
Inspiring numbers – Recording achievements, progress and good results, these are numbers that
motivate us and keep us moving forward.
Vital numbers – Numbers applying to our health, for example our blood pressure, temperature
and CD4 cell counts. These should be routinely monitored.
Critical numbers – Numbers one has to watch, for example those in the economy and in business.
Warning numbers – Numbers that place a community on high-alert, numbers that have reached
a point where something must be done or should be done as disaster is imminent.
Unbelievable Numbers – or Incredible numbers one simply finds extraordinary, e.g. the swimming
exploits of Lewis Gordon Pugh at the North Pole in 2007. In an open patch of water he swam
1km in a water temperature of 1.7oC.
Disastrous Numbers – for example of injured people or fatalities in areas hit by floods, devastating
tropical storms or motor vehicle accidents … these numbers may be depressing.
Atrocious Numbers – would describe the numbers when people have been killed by genocide
and other totally inhumane acts from atrocities committed by human beings.

This book has not recorded the millions of people that have lost their lives in wars and at the hands
of despotic leaders. Something has been said about the destruction of nature, indigenous animals,
plant species and marine life, but not enough.. We have written about climate change. One can use
an infinite number of adjectives associated with numbers. In any analysis, however, the categories
should be limited.
Items in these chapters might trigger your interest. You may want to know more or think of other
numbers that could have escaped me – these you can email to me and any comments would be
welcome.
Neil Wright

Email : neil@wrightpublishing.co.za
Website: www.wrightpublishing.co.za
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